INTRODUCTION
In ferromagnetic resonant experiments the power absorbed by a sample from the microwave field is proportional to /X" the complex or out of phase part of the susceptability. At low micro wave power levels 7C has a resonant form of lorentzian shape as a function of H, at constant frequency and is independent of the microwave power level. As the microwave power is increased to relatively large values a critical value is reached where magnetic waves (spin waves) are parametrically excited by the uniform mode
To first order the effect of the spin wave excitation is to add addi tional loss to the uniform mode which causes the shape of x" to become broader and in addition at x-band frequencies there is an absorption of power at dc field below H .
At power levels just above the critical level (h ) in Yttrium
Iron Garnet (YIG) this broadening of the main line and appearance of the subsidiary absorption are just the effects that are observed on the complex part of the susceptability. As the microwave power is increased further there is an additional effect which takes the An experimental investigation of the corresponding z compon ent of magnetization by means of a small pickup coil located in the 2 cavity near the sample has revealed information sufficient to indicate that the effect is due to a foldover response similar in nature to that 3 4 reported by Weiss for disks and Masters for the low frequency oscillations which occur because of the temperature dependence of the anisotropic constant. diameter dewar for low temperature measurements.
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The dc magnetic field was monitored by a Bell incremental gauss meter which could measure field differences to the order of 0. 3 gauss.
The microwave power was obtained from an L. F. E. ultrastable microwave oscillator followed by a traveling wave tube amplifier which gives an available power of greater than 10 watts from 8, 500 to 10, 000 megacycles. In order to eliminate and observe temperature effects the microwave power was pulsed using two diode modulators and a pulse generator. The microwave power could then be amplitude modulated with any pulse length (0.1 micro seconds to continuous) and repetition rate desired. The on-off ratio obtained was 40 db and the rise and decay time of the amplitude of the microwave power was 10 n. s.
RESULTS
With the YIG sphere stable-coherent relaxation oscillations, whose envelope was constant over the microwave pulse length, were observed to occur at three distinct ranges of the dc field (H, ) for perpendicular pumping; (1) at H, for subsidiary absorp tion and at power levels larger than 2 db above h where h is critical level for subsidiary absorption to take place; (2) it is quite plausible and the process proceeds as follows: On the upper portion of the multivalued part of the absorption curve the large value of X" decreases the cavity Q and reduces the cavity field to a level below that necessary for a foldover response to occur. The absorption then decreases and the cavity field builds up again to a value larger than that necessary for a foldover region to exist. The stage is then set for the process to repeat itself.
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In cases 1 and 2 because of the large amplitude of the oscil lations and similarity to the oscillations that occur under conditions 3 it is suspected that they also are a result of a foldover process.
A theoretical explanation for the source of the foldover process is not available but a possible explanation is given below. In Ref. 3, it is suggested that the foldover process in a disk sample originates in the power dependence of the resonant term in the denominator of the expression for the amplitude of the uniform mode. This effect enters because of the dependence of the resonant frequency on the z component of magnetization M through the demagnetizing term when the experiment is performed on a disk. In our case we are using spheres and this effect is not present. In Ref. 4 , the expla nation for the source of the foldover process is again a power de pendent, resonant denominator where the resonant frequency depends on K, the anisotropic constant, which depends on temperature and in turn on X" or the power absorbed by the sample. In our case a low duty cycle was used and also no change was observed by varying the duty cycle which ruled out this cause. In the results reported here it is observed that the relaxation oscillations are observed only after the spin waves have attained large amplitudes. The spin wave frequency co^. depends on M even in a sphere. To complete the picture an expression for the amplitude of a spin wave at constant microwave frequency as oo^. changes with M is needed. As this expression is unavailable at this time we can only postulate that the expression will have a resonant form with terms in the denominator of the form (u>/2 -w") and (u> -uK) for cases 1 and 2 respectively.
With this power dependent denominator for the amplitude of the spin waves a foldover process can take place at sufficient spin wave amplitude and relaxation oscillations wi 11 occur in an interaction with the cavity microwave fields.
